Left-handed molecules means left-spinning magnetic field created them

Abstract
Since only left-handed molecules are present in all living beings and the whole Universe, left-spinning magnetic field must have created the whole material world. Since only anti-vortices create such left-spinning or counterclockwise spinning magnetic field, anti-vortices, which spin leftward, must have created the whole material world. Indeed, during solar activity the anti-vortices are the ones that throw spinning energy balls (create matter), which are caught back by adjacent vortices, which spin rightward or clockwise and suck energy (and matter) in. Thus, the presence of only left-handed molecules in our Universe justifies that this material Universe was created by left-spinning magnetic field, which only anti-vortices create.
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Introduction
In 1847 Louis Pasteur reported that in the living matter all molecules are left-handed. Now it is known that all amino acids participating in the formation of the peptides are left-handed. The French physicist Pierre Curie formulated the following major principle: “At the basis of each phenomenon with a lack of symmetry must be a cause with a lack of symmetry.” Indeed, it was found in astrophysics that all the molecules in our Universe are left-handed (not only the molecules in living bodies).1

Left-handedness is the basis of formation of the whole material world
Let us first introduce some of the terminology of nonlinear physics before to explain the phenomenon. When water runs along smooth riverbed, the flux is linear. If there is a big stone on the bottom of the river, the water needs to run around it. Then the flux becomes nonlinear and behind the stone the water movement becomes turbulent - the flux curls forming a vortex spinning clockwise and an anti-vortex spinning counterclockwise. Let us now introduce the rule of the folded fingers of the right hand in physics. The rule says that when our folded fingers show the direction of the electric current in a solenoid, the up-held thumb shows the direction of the induced by the current magnetic field. If you look at the formed vortex and anti-vortex in the water behind the stone, you will see that the center of the clockwise spinning vortex is slightly inward, while the center of the counterclockwise spinning anti-vortex is slightly upward.

This means that at clockwise spinning there is a force inward and at the counterclockwise spinning there is a force outward the water surface. Let us look at the solar disk during solar activity. The observed solar spots in the equatorial area of the Sun are the openings of: spinning counter-clockwise anti-vortices throwing spinning energy balls out and the openings of spinning clockwise vortices sucking in the spinning counterclockwise energy balls. Thus, spinning counterclockwise anti-vortices give birth of spinning energy balls, while spinning clockwise vortices suck in the spinning counterclockwise energy balls.2

It seems that the spinning counterclockwise (leftward) anti-vortices are the candidates for giving birth of matter, while the spinning clockwise (rightward) vortices are the candidates for sucking in energy or matter. If anti-vortices spinning counterclockwise (leftward) give birth of matter, all the molecules in the created matter will be left-handed (and they are). Thus, the fact that all molecules in the living bodies and in the Universe are left-handed means that anti-vortices spinning leftward (counterclockwise) created the whole material world.

Only left-handed molecules in the universe means leftward spinning magnetic fields created the material universe
Thus, the fact that all the molecules in our Universe are left-handed means that anti-vortices spinning leftward created the whole material Universe. If anti-vortices in the equatorial area of the Sun give birth of spinning energy balls, aren’t our planets, which are spinning balls, born by the Sun? If this was the case, all our planets must spin counterclockwise and they do. Exceptions are: 1) the planet Venus, which spins very slow (once in 243 days) as if something hit it at the equator and slowed down its spinning and 2) the planet Uranus, which roles as a tabletop (once in 243 days) as if something hit it at the pole and shifted its axis of spinning at almost 90°.3,4

It seems that our Sun gave birth of all its planets and this is what the ancient Hindu astronomy says.1 It says that the planets were born by the Sun, but fathered by a Black Hole, which passed by from a distance. It pulled a lot of matter from the solar interior as large spinning energy balls. It pulled them far enough not to be sucked back by the Sun, but it didn’t swallow them and left them behind.

These large spinning balls gradually cooled down and turned into planets. Jupiter is still hot. Since solar anti-vortices spinning counterclockwise gave birth to all planets, all planets initially span counterclockwise. The Sun itself, as a material creation, was also born by an anti-vortex and initially span counterclockwise. However, if it spins only counterclockwise, according to the rule of the folded fingers of the right hand it would be loosing energy and it would die
out after a while.

For this not to happen the Sun must periodically switch between spinning counterclockwise and loosing energy out and spinning clockwise and sucking energy in. This periodic switching between spinning counterclockwise and spinning clockwise is known as periodic switching of the magnetic poles of the Sun. It happens periodically with pedantic accuracy and marks the beginning and end of the Ice Ages. Why?

When the Sun spins counterclockwise, according to the rule of the folded fingers of the right hand, it looses energy and its activity decreases, which initiates the Ice Ages on earth. When the Sun spins clockwise, according to the rule of the folded fingers of the right hand, it sucks in energy, its activity increases, and this initiates global warming on earth (like the one we experience now – Figure 1).

In the year 2020, seven planets will be aligned on one side of the Sun. The summed up magnetic moments of the planets will create a magnetic gradient, which will flip the magnetic poles of the Sun. Switching the magnetic poles means that the Sun will switch its spinning. Now the Sun spins clockwise, sucks energy in, and is active (observed as global warming on earth). After 2020, the Sun will start spinning counterclockwise and loosing energy out, which will lead to the next Ice Age.

Thus, the year 2020 is the point, at which the global warming will end and the temperature will start dropping, which will lead to the next mini Ice Age (the fifth one) after the Big Ice Age (Figure 1).

Our human nonlinear electromagnetic field (NEMF) has the same donut shape as the Sun and also switch its direction of spinning. However, positive emotions make our NEMF spin clockwise and suck energy (which increases the body energy and makes us healthier). Negative emotions make our NEMF spin counterclockwise and emit energy out (which decreases the body energy and makes the genetically inherited weak organ to drop in energy maximum. Thus, negative emotions make the energy more imbalanced and shift us a step farther to a disease of the genetically inherited weak organ).7,8

But let us go back to the left-handed molecules in our Universe, which only Leftward Spinning Magnetic Field can create.

**Our food industry must generate only left-handed molecules as mother nature does**

When we use catalyzer Ni to make margarine out of vegetable oil, we are receiving two types of molecules left-handed and right-handed. The left-handed molecules are well assimilated by the body because all the molecules in the body are left-handed (L-molecules), but the right-handed D-molecules being tissue nonspecific cause cancer. To avoid the synthesis of right-handed molecules, which cause cancer, we need to synthesize the margarine in leftward spinning magnetic field as Mother Nature does.

**Conclusion**

Thus, the presence of only left-handed molecules in all living beings and the whole Universe means that leftward (counterclockwise) spinning anti-vortices created the whole material world. Since we don’t use magnetic field when making margarine, we are having a mixture of L- and D-molecules. Since the tissue nonspecifics D-molecules cause cancer, obviously we need to start synthesizing margarine in leftward spinning magnetic field, as Mother Nature does.
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